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Free Essays from Bartleby | Dostoyevsky 's Crime and Punishment relies heavily on His main character, around who all
other characters are introduced.

For in this case there are two parties, one represented by the sovereign, who insists upon the violation of the
contract, and the other is the person accused, who denies it. The law by which torture is authorised, says, Men,
be insensible to pain. Is this intention answered, by thus privately torturing the guilty and the innocent? This
obligation, which descends from the throne to the cottage, and equally binds the highest and lowest of
mankind, signifies nothing more, than that it is the interest of all, that conventions, which are useful to the
greatest number, should be punctually observed. Debates have hovered around as long as capital punishments
beginning; differing on viewpoints whether to abolish it or not and whether or not it is s just form of
punishment. In countries like England where it isn't a form of punishment, there are many discussions on
whether to bring it back as a retribution. Edition: current; Page: [13] The art of printing has diffused the
knowledge of those philosophical truths, by which the relations between sovereigns and their subjects, and
between nations, are discovered. If every individual be bound to society, society is equally bound to him by a
contract, which, from its nature, equally binds both parties. It is a heated debate for centuries whether capital
punishment should be completely abolished world widely. The objective of Capital Punishment is to stop
people from committing violent and offensive acts. What must we think of mankind when we reflect, that such
is the established custom of the greatest part of our polished and enlightened Europe? The foregoing
reflections authorise me to assert, that crimes are only to be measured by the injury done to society. Under this
head we comprehend not only assassinations and robberies committed by the populace, but by grandees and
magistrates; whose example acts with more force, and at a greater distance, destroying the ideas of justice and
duty among the subjects, and substituting that of the right of the strongest, equally dangerous to those who
exercise it, and to those who suffer. Besides, is it just to torment one man for the crime of another? As with the
subject of abortion, it is one of the most controversial topics of discussion in our country today. No one is
meant to live forever and that is normal. What influence have they on manners? I, the judge, must find some
one guilty. A black man may receive the death penalty while a white man can get imprisonment. A scrupulous
adherence to order would require, that we should now examine and distinguish the different species of crimes,
and the modes of punishment; but they are so variable in their nature, from the different circumstances of ages
and countries, that the detail would be tiresome and endless. Observe, that by justice I understand nothing
more than that bond, which is necessary to keep the interest of individuals united; without which, men would
return to the original state of barbarity.


